Long latency reflex force of human finger muscles in response to imposed sinusoidal movements.
Reflex stiffness of the flexing human index finger was studied using sinusoidal movements at 3-16 Hz. The Nyquist stiffness diagram indicates the presence of a 'presonance' at around 4 Hz, its 'C' shape after correction for the mechanical properties of the relaxed finger is consistent with the involvement of a stretch reflex in its generation. This contention was supported by the presence of negative friction around 4 Hz and the disappearance of the modulation of the stiffness curve after afferent ischaemic block. Correction for the mechanical properties of active muscle, measured after afferent block, permitted the isolation of the reflex component of stiffness. The circular form of the Nyquist diagram indicates a relatively flat frequency response for the reflex over the range tested, and its radius gives a measure of reflex gain. The low value of the frequency at which the frictional force is minimal, suggests the involvement of a reflex of longer than spinal latency. This is discussed in relation to mechanisms of tremor genesis and the interaction of spinal and long latency reflexes in distal hand muscles.